
6th Grade Language Arts: Sem 1  An American Plague 

An American Plague Week 1                                                                                                                        
from “Our Heroes” Unit 4 

 

Before You Read 

Glossary of Terms 
Refer to these words and definitions to help you understand the introduction and the text. 

originated  started 

inhabitants  people who lived in a certain area 

quayside  towns on the water; near a port 

gruesome  shocking 

unflinching  showing no fear 

scourge  suffering 

afflicted  people suffering from a disease or problem 

agonized  showing great suffering and pain 

abruptly  suddenly 

crusty  easily upset; not polite 

laudanum  a medicine to stop pain 

baffled  confused 

corporal punishment  punishing people by hitting or physical force 

putrid-smelling  bad, rotten smell 

 

Research Activity 

Use the chart below to help you research plagues throughout history online. Write facts and details in the 
right column based on the topics in the left column. 
 

What is the definition of a 
plague? 

 

What are some famous 
plagues throughout history? 
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What nursery rhyme 
originated during the Black 
Death? 

 
 

How did some plagues start?  
 

How did populations react to 
plagues throughout history?  

 

First Read 

Annotations 

Read “An American Plague” (in the workbook or online).  As you read, annotate the selection.  
Use the annotation tool (online) or a highlighter and pen/pencil in the printed text.  The 
following Annotation Guidelines will help you annotate the excerpt of the text.  

r Highlight at least two sentences or passages that you have questions about. Enter your 
questions as annotations. 

r Highlight at least one passage that connects with something you already know and use 
the annotation tool to explain the connection. 

r Highlight at least two passages that show the doctors discovering that they are dealing 
with yellow fever, and use the annotation tool to explain how they figured this out. For 
example, "But only for a few short hours." Annotation: This paragraph shows how 
important the detail is, and that the symptoms are not progressing the way they expect. 

r  Highlight vocabulary words and explain what you think the words mean based on how 
they are used in the text. 

r Highlight any additional unfamiliar vocabulary. Use the annotation tool to make 
predictions about the meaning of these unfamiliar terms. 

r Highlight two examples that show how the United States reacted to the situation. Use 
the annotation tool to explain your reaction to those examples. 

r Highlight details in the text that document the symptoms or conditions of the afflicted. 
Use the annotation tool to explain what these details tell the reader about yellow fever. 

 
 

Think Questions  

Write answers to Think Questions 1-5 (preferably in the online assignment, or on paper if 
directed).  
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How to Write Exemplary Responses 

Below is a model response to Question 3.  Copy the answer in the space provided online 
or on your paper. Note how quotations from the reading are integrated smoothly into a 
well-written response as you type/write it.  Then try to model your other responses 
after this on in terms of quality and completeness. 

 

Question 3: Write two or three sentences explaining how Dr. Rush was able to diagnose the 
yellow fever. Support your answer with textual evidence.  
 

Sample Answer: Dr. Rush conferred with Dr. Hodge and Dr. Foulke, and they 
"recounted the [common] symptoms" they had observed in several patients. 
Then Dr. Rush connected these symptoms to a prior experience. He was 
"reminded … of a sickness that had swept through Philadelphia back in 
1762, when he was sixteen years old and studying under Dr. Redman." 

 
 

Skill Lesson 

#1: Central or Main Idea 

• Watch the accompanying VOLT available online at: http://elaessentials.weebly.com/6th-
grade.html 

• Complete the separate Skill Lesson: Central or Main Idea activity sheet. 
• Complete and submit the online Skill Lesson on Central or Main Idea, which includes 3 

components: 

§ Watch the Skills Concept Definition video 

§ Skim over the Model  

§ Do the “Your Turn” Activity  

 

 

 

 


